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The influence of weak attractive forces on the
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Synopsis

Rheology is demonstrated to be a sensitive and quantitative probe of weak attractive force
in concentrated stable colloidal dispersions through comparison of rheology and sma
neutron scattering measurements on a model dispersion with added polyamp
Polyampholyte-stabilized dispersions are found to exhibit weak attractions in the form of de
forces arising from free polyampholyte in the suspending medium. The depletion pote
modeled with the Asakura-Oosawa potential and mapped onto the sticky hard sphere p
to facilitate modeling. Independent validation of the interparticle potential is provide
quantitative prediction of the measured small-angle neutron scattering spectra. A
semiempirical predictive model for the low shear viscosity of stable dispersions is propos
validated against measurements on model dispersions over a range of composition
rheological constitutive relation provides an improved prediction of the low shear viscos
stable mixtures of adsorbing polyampholyte and colloidal particles, and is anticipated t
broad applicability in modeling and predicting colloidal suspension viscosity. ©2005 The Socie
of Rheology.fDOI: 10.1122/1.1859792g

I. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal particles are incorporated into a wide range of industries and produ
thorough understanding of dispersion rheology and stability is beneficial for succ
formulation and processing of colloidal dispersions for practical applicationsfHiemenz
and Rajagopalans1997d; Howes2000dg. Of particular interest in this work are dispersio
relevant to the photographic industry, where the degree of dispersion directly impa
image quality, and the dispersion rheology and stability under high deformation r
crucial to successful coating processing. Although the focus of this work is to pred
dispersion rheology of colloidal dispersions stabilized by polyampholytessgelatind, the
methodology presented here has direct applicability to a broad class of polymer-sta
colloidal dispersions.

The rheology and stability of colloidal dispersions are direct reflections of the p
tial of interaction acting between the colloidsfRusselet al. s1989dg. The interparticle
forces arising from the addition of polymers include bridging and steric forces d
adsorption, depletion forces from the dissolved polymer, as well as an electrosteri
if the polymer is chargedfAsakura and Oosawas1958d; Brady s1993d; Buscall et al.
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476 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
s1993d; Hiemenz and Rajagopalans1997d; Likos et al. s2000d; Fritz et al. s2002dg. Ad-
sorption of polymers on colloidal surfaces in good to theta solvents provides a
repulsion between the adsorbed brushes, which imparts colloidal stability. The pr
of free polymer generates an attractive force due to depletion effects that can
gelation or crystallizationfGastet al. s1983dg.

In this work, we investigate the influence of gelatin, an amphoteric biopolymer, o
rheology and liquid phase microstructure of model colloid dispersions with the g
quantitatively connecting the interparticle forces to the dispersion properties. The
lizing effect of gelatin adsorption onto different substrates, both flat and colloida
been studied extensively in the literaturefKamiyama and Israelachvilis1992d; Vaynberg
et al. s1998d; Hone et al. s2000d; Likos et al. s2000d; Eck et al. s2001d; Vaynberg and
Wagners2001d; Hone and Howes2002d; Krishnamurthyet al. s2004dg. Under condition
of like net charge on the particles and polyampholyte, the rheology of gelatin-sta
dispersions is dominated by the excluded volume interactions arising from gela
sorption fVaynberg and Wagners2001dg, which is similar to other steric-stabilized d
persionsfMewis and Vermants2000dg. In recent workfKrishnamurthyet al. s2004dg, it
has been shown that the zero-shear viscosities of stable aqueous colloidal disp
with added gelatin are predictable using an effective osmotic overlap potential acco
for the adsorption of gelatin onto the particles. However, systematic deviations fro
model predictions and qualitative differences in rheology upon the addition of subs
amounts of excess gelatinfHone and Howes2002dg remain unexplained.

In addition, there are discrepancies with potential parameters deduced from
angle neutron scatteringsSANSd measurements on gelatin-stabilized dispersionsfCos-
grove et al. s1998d; Likos et al. s2000dg. It was observed that the adsorbed layer
significantly thinner than that determined from dynamic light scatteringsDLSd or de-
duced from rheology. The hydrodynamic size of the gelatin-colloid complex deter
from DLS is found to be comparable, but systematically lower, than the size calc
from rheology. The interparticle potentials used in these previous studies were
repulsive potentials arising from steric interactions of the adsorbed layer and elect
repulsions from the net particle charge. It will be shown here that this framew
inadequate for describing colloid dispersions in the presence of adsorbing polyamp
Rather, accounting for additional weak interparticle attractions arising from the
polyampholyte can reconcile the observed rheological and neutron scattering dat

An idealized stable mixture of colloids and adsorbing polymer at equilibrium sh
not exhibit a depletion attraction due to the free polymer in solution if the free
adsorbed polymer are in equilibrium. However, it has been shown through measur
of phase behaviorfSnowdenet al. s1991d; Smith and Williamss1995dg that the unab
sorbed polymer fraction in a polymer-colloid mixture can induce a depletion attra
even when the polymer adsorbs. This was attributed to the nonequilibrium nat
polymer adsorption. Previous studies on gelatin-stabilized dispersions have not
ered depletion interactions arising from free gelatin.

Weak interparticle attractions are expected to increase the viscosity of colloida
tions as shown theoretically for a dilute square-well fluidfBergenholtz and Wagn
s1994dg and for a dilute sticky hard sphere fluidfRussels1984d; Cichocki and Felderho
s1990d; Baxter s1968dg. ExperimentsfWoutersen and De Kruifs1991d; Buscall et al.
s1993d; Rueb and Zukoskis1998dg at high colloid concentrations have shown that co
dal attractions increase the low shear rate viscosity. Empirical modeling of experi
data by Buscallet al. s1993d shows that a linear increase in the strength of the attra

interactions results in an exponential increase in viscosity. These existing theories and
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477INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
models for the rheology of colloidal systems with weak attractions provide guidan
developing a predictive model for polyampholyte-colloid dispersions.

Although the specific goal of this research is to develop a predictive model fo
rheology and stability of colloidal dispersions in the presence of gelatin, the unde
modeling is expected to have a much broader applicability. The route to achieving
through a model for the interparticle potential, which can be used within the fram
of statistical mechanics to calculate the suspension microstructure and rheology
been shown in our previous workfKrishnamurthyet al. s2004dg that an osmotic overla
potential can be used to semiquantitatively predict the rheology of gelatin-colloid
tures. Here, we extend this formalism by incorporating the osmotic depletion inter
of free polymer using the model offAsakura and Oosawas1954, 1958dg. We propose
new predictive model for the zero-shear viscosity of dispersions with weak attr
interactions applicable over the entire concentration range. Validation is shown th
quantitative comparison of rheology and SANS measurements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Colloidal silica nanoparticles, obtained from Clariant Inc., and lime processed
ized gelatin from Eastman Kodak, were used in this work. The samples and expe
have been described more extensively in previous workfKrishnamurthyet al. s2004dg.
The relevant properties of the samples are provided in Table I. In preparing the sa
gelatin was soaked in sodium acetatesNaAcd buffer for 1 h at room temperature and th
gently stirred into a homogeneous solution at 40 °C for 1 h to obtain a 10 wt % g
stock solution. As the majority of experiments were performed in 0.01 M NaAc b
the silica dispersion as received was dialyzed against a bath containing 0.01 M N
control thepH at 8.0 and ionic strength at 10 mM prior to preparation of the gelatin-
mixtures. The resultant stock particle dispersion contained 30.33 wt % silica.
gelatin mixtures were prepared by diluting the stock particle solution with NaAc b
and then adding the required amount of gelatin stock solution to obtain the desire
composition. The concentrations of the components in the aqueous phase are rep
a silica-free basis. All mixtures were incubated at 40 °C for 16 h prior to experim
tion.

Rheological studies were performed on a Rheometric Scientific stress-controlle
ometer sSR-5000d equipped with a couette cells17 mm outer diameter and 16.5 m
inner diameterd at 40±0.1 °C. Samples were enclosed in a low viscosity mineral o
avoid drying according to a protocol previously discussedfVaynberg and Wagne
s2001dg. The rheological protocol consisted of descending and ascending stress sw

TABLE I. Material properties.

Batch
Diameter

snmd

surface
potential

smVd Concentration IEP MnsDad
Density
sg/ccd

Silica 30V25 provided
by Clariant Inc.

31
sDLSd

−29 30 wt % 2 ¯ 2.2

Gelatin Gel-37 provided
by Eastman

Kodak Company

28a

sSANSd
¯ 4.9 100 000 1.3

aRg=14±2 from Vaynberget al. s1998d.
series. All reported viscosities are time independent, reproducible, and independent of
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478 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
tool geometry. Dynamic oscillatory measurements demonstrated no measurable e
and there was no evidence of slip or yielding for any of the samples.

Intrinsic viscosity measurements for gelatin and the gelatin-colloid complexes
performed using a calibrated Canon-Ubbelohde viscometersN31 and L62d at 40±0.1 °C
The density of these solutions was measured using an Anton-Paar densitometesDMA
35d to extract the shear viscosity from the capillary measurements of kinematic vis

SANS measurements were performed on the samples at the NG3 SANS line
tional Institute of Standards and TechnologysNISTd. Samples were held at 40±0.1 °C
1 mm cells. Thermal neutrons of 6 Å and 14.7% half-width dispersity were us
detector distances of 3.8 m and 13 m. The measured scattering intensities were
to the absolute scale using the standard NIST procedure.

III. THEORY

A. Zero-shear viscosity of near-hard sphere dispersions with weak
attractions

The starting point for the theoretical development of a model for the rheolo
weakly attractive colloidal systems is that of hard-sphere dispersions. Einstein deri
exact dilute limiting form for the relative viscosityshr0=hsuspension/hmediumd that was
extended by BatchelorfBatchelors1977, 1983dg to include interparticle interactions. T
expansion written in terms of volume fraction of colloids is

hr0 = 1 + sfhgrdf + kHsfhgrd2f2. s1d

This expression is valid until volume fractions off,0.1. In the above,r is the particle
density,fhg is the intrinsic viscosity of the particles andkH the Huggins coefficient.fhg
was calculated by Einsteins1906d to be 2.5/r andkH was calculated to be 0.946fBer-
genholtz and Wagners1994dg for Brownian hard-sphere dispersions.

At higher concentrations, no exact theoretical models exist for even simple
spheres. To within a reasonable degree of accuracy, phenomenological models of
and Doughertys1959d and Quemadas1977d, both of which incorporate one parame
the maximum packing fractionsfmaxd, have been shown to be reasonable approxima
of the relative zero shear of hard-sphere dispersionsfhr0

HSsfdg. In this study, we emplo
the following relation:

hr0
HSsfd = S1 −

f

fmax
D−2

. s2d

An alternate model based on the empirical Dolittle equation has been correlated
zero-shear viscosity measurements on model hard-sphere dispersionsfCheng et al.
s2002dg:

hr0
HSsfd = hr8̀ S1 + 0.225 exp −S0.9ffmax

fmax− f
DD , s3d

wherehr8̀ is the relative high-frequency viscosity of a hard sphere dispersion give

hr8̀ =
h8̀

hmedium
=

1 +
3

2
ff1 + fs1 + f − 2.3f2dg

1 − ff1 + fs1 + f − 2.3f2dg
. s4d

Finally, we note that micromechanical models with various degrees of approximati

many body thermodynamic and hydrodynamic interactions have been proposed and
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479INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
tested against data for the zero-shear viscosity of hard sphere dispersions, as
simulationsfBrady s1993d; Lionberger and Russels2000dg.

Various authorsfRussels1984d; Cichocki and Felderhofs1990d; Buscallet al. s1993dg
have extended the theories for hard-sphere dispersions to colloidal dispersions wi
attractions. Russels1984d has proposed an exact theory for viscosity of systems
weak attraction at low colloid densities. The attractive part of the potential is char
ized bytb, the “sticky parameter” for the Baxter potentialfBaxters1968dg. The presenc
of weak attractions does not affect the intrinsic viscosity, but modifies the Hu
coefficient. Cichocki and Felderhofs1990d numerically calculated the correction to thef2

term in the viscosity expansion to be

hr0 = 1 + 2.5f + S5.9 +
1.9

tb
Df2. s5d

Equations5d is exact for dilute dispersions of Brownian hard spheres interacting v
sticky hard-sphere potential. However, it can be used to describe more realistic po
through equating the second virial coefficients to determinetb fRueb and Zukosk
s1998dg. Extensive numerical results also exist for thef2 coefficient for particles inte
acting with the square-well potentialfBergenholtz and Wagners1994dg.

At higher colloidal concentrations, semiempirical corrections to the hard-sphere
tions have been proposed. Buscallet al. s1993d fit data for low shear viscosity of
colloidal dispersion with a nonadsorbing polymer to a phenomenological equation
form:

hr0 = K expS−
asf,adU0

kT
D . s6d

The minimum in the interparticle potentialU0 was estimated from independent meas
ments of free polymer properties. The parameterasf ,ad was fit to the data and w
expected to depend on volume fraction and particle size. In the manuscript, it wa
gested that the termK should be the relative viscosity of a hard-sphere system.
experimental data validated the exponential dependence on well depth.

To date, there are nopredictive theories for the low shear viscosity valid over
entire range of volume fractions for colloidal dispersions with attractive interac
Here, we develop a semiempirical predictive model by matching the exact dilute lim
expansion Eq.s5d to a dilute limiting expansion of the phenomenological mode
Buscall et al. fEq. s6dg, thereby deriving the parameterasf ,ad. The exponential of th
well depth can be related to the last term in Eq.s5d as follows. DefiningK to behr0

HS for
hard-sphere dispersion and expanding Eq.s6d for low volume fractions yields:

uhr0uf→0 = s1 + 2.5f + 5.9f2dexpSas− U0d
kT

D . s7d

Comparing this to Eq.s5d yields scorrect to the orderf2 termsd:

lim
f→0

expS−
aU0

kT
D ⇒ 1 +

1.9f2

tb
. s8d

This result is not surprising as the sticky parametertb is also related to the exponential
the well depth in typical mappings used to analyze the scattering, which will be s
shortly. Then, the predictive semiempirical equation for the zero-shear viscosity o

loidal dispersion with weak attractive interaction becomes
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480 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
hr0 = hr0
HSsfdS1 +

1.9f2

tb
D . s9d

For use at higher packing fractions, various models for the hard-sphere viscos
available, such as that given by Eq.s2d, which requires an additional parameter,
maximum packing fractionfmax. For the dispersions under consideration here w
have a long-range attractive interactionsrelative to the particle sized, the value offmax

=0.58, as predicted from mode coupling calculations of the colloidal glass transit
square-well dispersion by Dawsonet al. s2001d for wide well widths.

The value oftb can be calculated for a given potentialUsrd by matching the secon
virial coefficientsB2sTd, defined generally asfRusselet al. s1989d; McQuarries2000dg:

B2sTd = 2pE
0

`

s1 − e−Usrd/kTdr2dr s10d

For the Baxter sticky hard-sphere potentialfRussels1984d; Menon et al. s1991dg, this
becomes

B2sTd
B2

HS = 1 −
1

4tb
. s11d

For modeling SANS spectra, we employ a square-well potential. For a square w
depthU0 and widthD, the second virial coefficient isfMenonet al. s1991dg

B2sTd
B2

HS = 1 − se−U0/kT − 1dSSs + D

s
D3

− 1D s12d

In the above,B2
HS=2ps3/3 is the second virial coefficient for hard spheresfMcQuarrie

s2000dg.

B. Small-angle neutron scattering

The intensity of coherently scattered neutronsIsqd for a system of monodisper
spheres isfHansen and McDonalds1986d; McQuarries2000dg

Isqd = fVpDrs
2PsqdSsqd, s13d

whereVp is the volume of a particle,Drs is the difference in scattering length densi
between the colloid and the medium,Psqd is the form factor of a single scatterer,Ssqd
accounts for the interparticle structure, andq=4p /ln sinsu /2d is the magnitude of th
scattering vector. The termssfVpDrs

2d can be grouped into a single prefactorI0.
The form factorPsqd gives information on the shape and size of a single scatter,

the structure factorSsqd is the Fourier transform of the pair distribution functiongsrd and
depends on the interaction potential. Thus, SANS provides another sensitive prob
interparticle interactions.

The form factor of a homogeneous sphere of radiuss /2 is given by

Psqd = fsqd2 = F3ssinsqs/2d − qs/2 cossqs/2dd
sqs/2d3 G2

. s14d

Figure 1sad shows the fit of this form factor corrected for instrument smearing
polydispersity to measurements on colloidal silica dispersionss155 nm radius and 8%
polydispersityd in D2O at a low concentration. Figure 1sbd shows the predicted for

factor of the silica particles dispersed in 5 mg/ml gelatin in aqueous buffer assuming the
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scattering is only from the silica particles and using with the same parameters as t
Fig. 1sad, compared against measurements. The constantI0 for scattering has been c
culated using the reported values of scattering length densitiesfPezronet al. s1991d;

FIG. 1. sad Form factor: Comparison of measured form factor with the calculated value Eq.s14d for silica in
D2O. sbd Form factor: Comparison of measured form factor with the calculated value Eq.s14d assuming th
scattering is from the silica particles.fsilica=0.009,T=40 °C, and gelatin is 5 mg/ml.
Cosgroveet al. s1998d; Likos et al. s2000dg given in Table II. The calculated and best-fit
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482 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
values are in good quantitative agreement and are within the uncertainty in the re
and calculated parameters. Therefore, it can be concluded that the dominant cont
to the SANS comes from the silica particles in aqueous mixtures of silica with ge
i.e., under the conditions here, the adsorbed gelatin is essentially transparent to t
trons. This result is consistent with the magnitudes of the scattering length densit
solution concentrations, and simplifies the analysis of SANS from more concen
solutions.

The potential of interaction is related to the pair density distribution function thr
the Ornstein-Zernike equationfHansen and McDonalds1986d; McQuarries2000dg

hsrd = csrd + rE csr − r 8dhsr 8ddr , s15d

where hsrd=gsrd−1 is the total correlation function andcsrd is the direct correlatio
function. The Percus-Yevick relation is used to close this equation connectingcsrd to gsrd
and the pair potential

csrd = gsrdS1 − expSUsrd
kT

DD . s16d

Thus, given the potential of interactionUsrd, Eqs. s15d and s16d can be used t
determine the pair density distribution functiongsrd, which is the Fourier transform of th
structure factorSsqd

Ssqd = 1 +rE e−iq·rsgsrd − 1ddr . s17d

The above equations are used to predict structure factors for hard-sphere disp
For modeling, the effect of an attractive square-well interaction, a perturbation so
proposed by Menonet al. s1991d, is employed. These structure factors are a functio
the square-well depthU0 and well widthD, valid for D /s,5%,

Ssqd =
1

A2sqd + B2sqd
, s18d

where

Asqd = 1 + 12vHaFsinsqd − q cossqd
3 G + bF1 − cossqd

2 G −
l sinsqdJ , s19d

TABLE II. Scattering length densities of individual components.

rs sÅ−2d

Gelatin 3.67E−07
Water −5.60E−07
Silica 3.47E−06
q q 12 q
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483INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
andBsqd = 12vHaF 1

2q
−

sinsqd
q2 +

1 − cossqd
q3 G + bF1

q
−

sinsqd
q2 G −

l

12
F1 − cossqd

q
GJ .

s20d

The parametersa, b, and l are determined from the potential parameters and co
diameters volume fractionf. In the above,l is the solution to the quadratic equati

lt =
S1 +

v

2
D

s1 − vd2 −
lv

s1 − vd
+

l2v

12
, s21d

where

v = fHsS1 +
D

s
DJ3

, s22d

and

t =
1

12SD

s
DeU0/kT. s23d

The other two functions in the structure factor can then be calculated from

a =
1 + 2v − lvs1 − vd

s1 − vd2 , s24d

and

b =
− 3v + lvs1 − vd

2s1 − vd2 . s25d

The corrections to the structure factor for particle size paucidispersityfSpolydissqdg
were made according the procedure described by Kotlarchyk and Chens1983d.

Spolydissqd = 1 +
ukfsqdlu2

kufsqdu2l
sSsqd − 1d. s26d

Finally, the calculated scattering intensity for dispersions of polydisperse sphe
also corrected for the instrument smearing by convoluting with a normal distrib
Nsq−q0d, the width of which is given by the full width at half maximumsFWHMd of the
incident neutrons as shown in

Isq0d =E I0PsqdSpolydissqdNsq − q0ddq. s27d

This “smeared” intensity can be compared directly with the measured intensity.

C. Potential of interaction

In this work, we hypothesize that the free unabsorbed gelatin leads to a de
attraction. Asakura and Oosawas1954, 1958d proposed the depletion potential for dilu
colloidal spheres dispersed in an idealized polymer solution. The total potential is
of the electrosteric repulsion due to adsorbed polyampholytefKrishnamurthy et al.

s2004dg, which is modeled as an osmotic overlap potential, and the Asakura-Oosawa
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484 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
potential for depletion arising from the unabsorbed, or “free” gelatin. The functional
of this potential for two colloids with diameters interacting with adsorbed polymer
layer thicknessL and a free polymer of radius of gyrationRg providing the depletion, a
a center-to-center separation distancer is

Usrd =5
` r , s + L

Pgelatin
overlapVoverlap s + L , r , s + 2L

− Pgelatin
free Vdepletion s + 2L , r , s + 2L + 2Rg

0 r . s + 2L + 2Rg,
6 s28d

where Pgelatin
overlap is the osmotic pressure of gelatin in the overlap layer contributin

repulsion andPgelatin
free is the osmotic pressure of free gelatin providing the attraction

volume of the overlap layerVoverlap is given byVoverlap=pssL−H /2d2 and the volume o
the depletion layerVdepletion is given by

Vdepletion=
4pRg

3

3 11 −
3r

2Ss

2
+ RgD +

r3

16Ss

2
+ RgD32 . s29d

The form of the potential is shown in Fig. 2. The repulsive part of the potential c
further modeled using Barker Henderson perturbation theory to map onto an ef

FIG. 2. Osmotic potential withs=31 nm, L=15.5 nm,Pgelatin=5000 Pa, attractivePgelatin=450 Pa andRg

=15 nm. It is assumed that the adsorbed layer is incompressible, hence the potential diverges atr =1.5 s.
hard-sphere dispersion with diameterD fBarker and Hendersons1967a, bdg, yielding:
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485INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
D = s +E
0

2L S1 − expF−
ps

kT
sDPgelatin

overlapdsL − H/2d2GDdH, s30d

whereH is the surface to surface separation. The effective volume fraction is calc
from the effective diameter asfeff=fcoresD /sd3.

This final conversion to a Baxter sticky hard-sphere model is performed to
rheological predictions and the corresponding square well for predictions of the S
The mapping is performed by equating second virial coefficients using Eqs.s10d–s12d. As
all of the parameters in the potential are independently measured, predictions
zero-shear viscosity and SANS intensity can be directly compared against expe
without fitting parameters.

The structure factor for the full attractive potential could be directly calculated
Eqs.s15d ands16d, thus avoiding the mapping to the square-well potential. Howeve
perturbative solution is accurate for the parameters under exploration here and i
more convenient mathematically. The accuracy of the perturbation solution is sho
Fig. 3 as a plot of the exact solution of the osmotic potential with attraction for m
disperse systemsfcalculated from Eqs.s15d and s16dg and the perturbative solution
Menon et al. fEqs. s18d–s25dg for a core diameter=31 nm, corona thickness=15.5

FIG. 3. Comparison of structure factor for the osmotic overlap model with depletion attractionsfEq. s28dg from
the solution of the Percus-Yevick equationfEqs.s15d ands16d, solid lineg compared with the model of Meno
et al. s1991d fEqs.s18d–s25dg using the effective hard-sphere diameter Eq.s30d. Core diameter=31 nm, coro
thickness=15.5 nm with 5000 Pa osmotic pressure in the layer andtb of 0.25.
with 5000 Pa osmotic pressure in the layer, andtb=0.25 sthese represent typical condi-
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486 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
tions for our systemd. As seen from Fig. 3, the simpler perturbation calculation ag
well with the exact calculation. Hence, this perturbative solution will be used for fu
analysis.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effective hard-sphere modeling

The zero-shear viscosities of mixture of silica and gelatin atpH in 10 mM sodium
acetate buffer at 40 °C are shown in Fig. 4. As shown previously,fKrishnamurthyet al.
s2004dg a substantial Newtonian plateau is evident for all samples and the uncerta
the measurements is on the order of the symbol size. It is readily apparent th
adsorbed gelatin greatly increases the effective hard-sphere volume fraction of th
as the zero-shear viscosity diverges around 10 vol % silica, while for hard sphe
divergence is around 58%. Note that the divergence is not due to bridging or
phenomena-as rheological measurements show a significant Newtonian plateau
measurable elasticity. SANS measurements—discussed next—confirm that the p
are stable and dispersed as individual particles.

Figure 4 also shows the predictions of a purely repulsive osmotic overlap po
using Eq.s28d with 5200 Pa osmotic pressure of gelatin in the adsorbed layer of thic
15.5 nm, yielding an effective diameter ofD=59 nm. The effective volume fraction
used in Eq.s2d with fmax=0.58 to predict the zero-shear viscosity. Notice that the
rection for gelatin adsorption dominates the predictionssthe ratio of D /s,1.9d. The

FIG. 4. Measured zero-shear relative viscosities for silica in gelatin vs model predictions at 40 °C, 10 m
and pH 8 fKrishnamurtyet al. s2004dg. The solid line is Eq.s2d and the dashed line Eq.s3d, both with the
effective hard sphere size determined from the osmotic overlap potential and Eq.s30d. The uncertainty in dat
is of order of the symbol size.
prediction of the correlation suggested for hard spheres by Chenget al. s2002d demon-
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487INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
strates poorer agreement. Thus, the systematic deviations with experiment for pre
based on an effective hard-sphere size are not a consequence of the choice of m
the hard-sphere viscosity. Furthermore, adjusting the maximum packing fractionsfmaxd
cannot improve the comparison.

As shown, the osmotic overlap modelunderpredictsthe zero-shear viscosities. T
same trend is also observed for the Huggins coefficient. The hard-sphere limit
Huggins coefficient is 0.946fBergenholtz and Wagners1994dg, while that measured fo
our gelatin-coated system is 5.8±3 and that reported by Vaynberg and Wagners2001d is
6±2, which indicates the presence of additional interparticle interactions. As defin
Eq. s1d, kH will not be affected by the increased hydrodynamic diameter due to g
adsorption if the adsorption solely leads to an increased effective hard-sphere inte
Note, however, that attractions as well as repulsions increasekH above the hard-sphe
value fBergenholtz and Wagners1994dg, such that rheology alone will not be able
distinguish the nature of deviation from the hard-sphere behavior.

Figure 5 shows the results of SANS measurements for a series of silica v
fractions at the same gelatin concentration as the rheology testss5 mg/ml free gelatind.
The hard-sphere structure factor is calculated from Eqs.s15d and s16d si.e., the Percus
Yevick-Ornstein-Zernike equation for hard spheresd using the effective hard-sphere
ameterD calculated from Eq.s30d. The measured scattering curves have been sh
vertically for clarity.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the effective hard-sphere model is able to pred
SANS measurements at low volume fractions of silica. However, at high volume
tions, the predicted scattering intensities are orders of magnitude lower than the m
intensities at small scattering vectors. The forward scattering is related to the o
compressibility of the dispersionfMcQuarries2000dg, such that the observed trends
dicate that that the dispersion’s osmotic pressure increases less rapidly with conce

FIG. 5. Measured SANS for silica in gelatin vs model predictions at 40 °C, 10 mM salt, andpH 8. The solid
line is the effective hard-sphere prediction. The intensities are shifted vertically for clarity.
than predicted by the effective hard-sphere model. Note that the particle polydispersity
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488 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
and instrument smearing have been properly accounted for in comparing theo
experiments. Consequently, the discrepancy indicates systematic deviations from
sphere behavior.

Comparison of the effective hard-sphere model predictions to measurements
cosity and microstructure clearly indicates systematic deviations. Further, correct
the thermodynamic and rheological effective hard-sphere sizes must be in oppos
rections to quantitatively match the data. This is not feasible within the framewor
simple repulsive interaction. However, the physical observations can be reconc
weakly attractive interparticle interactionsare present in the system. Weak attract
will increase the zero-shear viscosity but lower the osmotic pressurefand hence, increa
the forward scatteringIs0dg. The weak attractions are postulated to arise from depl
interactions due to the presence of free gelatin in the colloid—gelatin mixture, sim
the observations of Snowdenet al. s1991d. The Asakura—Oosawa potential is emplo
to make improved predictions of the dispersion rheology and equilibrium structur
systems without the free polymer, attractions may also be a consequence of som
ent “stickiness” between adsorbed gelatin molecules on different particlessnote that the
gelatin temperature of gelatinTgel,37 °C for gelatin at these conditionsd.

B. Including depletion interactions

The following procedure is followed to predict the zero-shear viscosity and S
measurements for the potential including osmotic overlap and depletion attraction

s1d The effective hard-sphere diameter resulting from steric repulsion is calculate
the adsorbed amount and corona thickness using Eq.s30d.

s2d The effective volume fraction is calculated by rescaling the colloid volume fra
with sD /sd3 to account for the excluded volume arising from the adsorbed ge

s3d The depletion potentialUsrd is calculated usingD=Rg and the free gelatin conce
tration in the medium to obtainPgelatin

free fEq. s28dg.
s4d The second virial coefficient of the Asakura-Oosawa potential can be equated

Baxter sticky hard-sphere model to determinetb fEqs.s10d and s11dg.
s5d The stickiness parameter and effective hard-sphere size are used to predict t

shear viscosity with the proposed modelfEq. s9dg.
s6d The square-well potential parameterU0sD=Rgd is calculated from matching the se

ond virial coefficient to that of the Baxter potential.Ssqd is predicted using th
SHSM model of Menonet al. fEqs.s18d–s25dg and Isqd from Eq. s27d.

C. Effect of colloid concentration- fixed gelatin 5 mg/ml

The procedure outlined above can be used to predict the zero-shear visco
gelatin-stabilized colloids shown in Fig. 4. The potential parameters, e.g., the o
pressure of free gelatin and the radius of gyration of gelatin, are specified from pr
studies. The osmotic data presented in our previous workfKrishnamurthyet al. s2004dg
have been refit to get better correlation for the osmotic pressure of gelatin at low
centrations. The osmotic pressure is fit to the form

Psx,pHd = Ax+ BxpH+ Cx2.25, s31d

wherex is the mass fraction of gelatin. The fit parameters A, B, and C are tabula
Table III. The osmotic pressure of free gelatin at the condition of int

s5 mg/ml,pH 8d is ,200 Pa.
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489INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
Vaynberget al. s1998d measured the radius of gyration of gelatinRg=14±2 nm using
SANS at the conditions of interest. Equating the second virial coefficients from Eqs10d
ands11d gives a range of values fortb s0.088 forRg=14 nm and 0.195 forRg=12 nmd at
the conditions of interest.

Figure 6 shows the predictions of Eq.s9d for the zero-shear viscosity of gelatin-sil
system fortb=0.088 and 0.135, which are substantial improvements over those
effective hard-sphere model without attractions shown in Fig. 4. The quality o
prediction is excellent fortb of 0.135, which corresponds to the lower end of the repo
value ofRg. Given the approximate form of the potential and the fact that the param
that go into this prediction are independently measured, this agreement valida
approach presented here for calculating the zero-shear viscosity of the polyamp
stabilized colloids. Also, using the lower range forRg of gelatin is qualitatively consiste
with the predictions of more sophisticated theories for depletion attraction, such asPRISM,
which predict a lower second virial coefficient in comparison to that of the Asa

TABLE III. Osmotic pressure parametersfEq. s31dg for gelatin.

Parameter ValuesPad

A −4.213104

B 9.863103

C −2.623106

FIG. 6. Measured zero-sphere relative viscosities for silica in gelatin vs model fit at 40 °C, 10 mM salt, apH
8. The dashed line is the prediction of Eq.s9d with tb=0.088sRg=14 nmd. The solid line is the prediction of E

s9d with tb=0.135sRg=12.5 nmd. The uncertainty in data is of order of the symbol size.
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490 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
Oosawa modelfChatterjee and Schweizers1998a, bdg. The Huggins coefficient can b
calculated from Eq.s10d to be 4.39stb=0.088d to 3.19stb=0.135d, which also compare
well with the measured value of 5.8±3.

The value oftb that predicts the zero-shear viscositystb=0.135d can be independent
verified by comparingpredictionsfor the suspension microstructure with SANS meas
ments, as shown in Fig. 7. The scattering constantI0 has been adjusted to within t
uncertainty in the calculated values. The model parameters are tabulated in Table
seen from Fig. 7, the prediction of the SANS measurements with the same indepe
measured parameters that predict the rheology is very good. This is a major impro
over what is predicted from the effective hard-sphere model as seen from Fig.
earlier reports in the literature. Hence, we conclude that weak attractions must to b
into account to completely describe this gelatin-stabilized colloidal dispersion.

FIG. 7. Measured SANS for silica in gelatin vs model predictions at 40 °C, 10 mM salt, andpH 8. The solid
line is the adhesive hard-sphere prediction. The parameters are tabulated in Table IV. The intensities a
vertically for clarity.

TABLE IV. Parameters for SANS prediction in Fig. 7. The FWHM of neutrons is 14.7% and polydispe
8%. I0 was calculated from parameters reported in Table II.

Volume
fraction of

silica

Free
gelatin

smg/mld

Calculated
I0

scm−1d

I0 for
best fit
scm−1d

Dcore

snmd
Deff

snmd tb

0.009 5 220 185 31 59 0.135
0.021 5 522 450 31 59 0.135
0.044 5 1061 1006 31 59 0.135
0.061 5 1434 1508 31 59 0.135
0.078 5 1760 1584 31 59 0.135
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491INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
D. Effect of gelatin concentration-fixed colloid volume fraction

To further test the proposed model, experiments were performed at a fixed
volume fraction of 0.043 and varying background gelatin concentration. Figure 8
a plot of the measured relative zero-shear viscosities of these samples compared
predictions. The relative viscosity shows an initial increase with increasing backg
gelatin, but plateaus at a gelatin concentration of about 5 mg/ml gelatin. A similar
was reported by Buscallet al. s1993d, i.e., an initial increase in viscosity with increas
polymer concentration followed by a plateau when the concentration of the polym
the background is in the semidilute region. This was attributed to the saturation
depletion potential resulting from polymer chain overlap in the semidilute regime
correlation length of the polymer, which determines the magnitude of depletion
tion, scales withRg for a neutral polymer in the dilute region but scales asRgc

−0.75 in the
semidilute region. This leads to a saturation inUsrd with increasing polymer concentr
tion, which results in a plateau in therelative viscosity. This transition is observed
about 5 mg/ml, which is the value ofc* reported by Pezronet al. s1991d for similar
gelatin solutions. Note that solutions of our gelatin at these conditions do not f
sample spanning gel below this gelatin concentration upon lowering the tempe
below the gel point.

Figure 8 also shows the predictions of the effective hard-sphere model Eq.s2d with the
osmotic overlap correctionfEq. s19dg as well as the model including attractions, Eq.s9d.

FIG. 8. Measured zero-shear relative viscosities for silicasfcore=0.043d in gelatin vs model at 40 °C, 10 m
salt, andpH 8. The dashed line is the prediction of Eq.s2d accounting for osmotic repulsion in the brush and
solid line is the prediction of the Eq.s9d accounting for additional depletion attractions., The parameter
tabulated in Table V.
The interaction potentialtb has been assumed to plateau at 5 mg/ml. Below this concen-
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492 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
tration the potential is calculated from Eq.s28d with Rg of 12 nm and the osmot
pressure using Eq.s31d. Again the predictions of the model accounting for both repu
and attractive interactions yield a significant improvement over the effective hard-
model. The predictions are quantitative except at very low concentrations of g
where possible incomplete coverage complicates the interpretation of the measur
The parameters used are tabulated in Table V.

Figure 9 shows the SANS for a fixed silica volume fraction of 0.05 at different ge
concentrations along with the predictions of the model including both repulsiv
attractive interactions due to adsorbed and free gelatin, respectively. The SANS
eters are tabulated in Table VI. Again, there is excellent agreement between mod
dictions that include attractions and the measurements. Also shown are the dash
for the effective hard-sphere model. Clearly, accounting for the free gelatin is nec
to properly predict the measured dispersion microstructure.

E. Comparison to additional data from the literature

Hone et al. s2000d measured the shear viscosity of polystyrene latex stabilize
gelatin in aqueous solution at various conditions. They modeled the shear visco
estimate the adsorbed and free gelatin and the effective hard-sphere size due to a
gelatin, and measured the hydrodynamic size of these complexes using DLS a
conditions. Interestingly, they extracted a greaterrheological layer thicknesscompared to
a hydrodynamic layer thicknessobtained from DLS. This suggests the presence of w
attractions due to the presence of free gelatin in the dispersions.

Vaynberg and Wagners2001d measured the zero-shear viscosity of aqueous ac
latex dispersions stabilized by gelatin. Their experimental protocol differed slightly
that presented here as they removed the free gelatin by repeated centrifugation
there is no free gelatin in the system, the Asakura-Oosawa model predicts that th
of tb should be largesi.e., the system should be close to the hard-sphere limitd. However
it is plausible that residual weak attractions may arise in these dispersions due to
gelatin interactions between the adsorbed layers, as the dispersions are only a few
above the gel transitions,37 °Cd. Alternatively, inherent van der Waals forces co
also be a source of attractions.

The zero-shear viscosities from these published reports are plotted in Fig. 10.
shown previously that these data could be largely reduced to a master curve by u

TABLE V. Parameters for predicting the data presented in Fig. 8. Silica volume fraction is 0.043.Rg=12 nm.

Free
gelatin

smg/mld

Adsorbed
gelatin

smg/m2d

Osmotic pressure
of free gelatin

sPad
Deff

snmd tb

1 0.58 38 55 1.61
2 1.03 77 57 0.72
3 1.39 117 58 0.33
4 1.69 159 59 0.24
5 1.94 203 59 0.135
7 2.33 298 60 0.135
8 2.49 347 60 0.135
10 2.75 454 61 0.135
15 3.19 763 61 0.135
effective hard-sphere size accounting for the adsorbed gelatinfKrishnamurthyet al.
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493INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
s2004dg. Figure 11 shows a master plot suggested by Eq.s9d; the relative viscosity for th
systems in Fig. 10 is divided by the terms1+1.9f2/tbd and plotted against the effecti
volume fraction. When plotted in this manner a master curve corresponding tohr0

HS should
result. The hydrodynamic size was used to estimate the effective particle size a
value oftb was fit and reported in Table VII. Two sets of data amenable to the an
have been used from Honeet al. s2000d: the 52 nmsdiameterd rheology set with th
reported corona thickness of,38 nm in absence of electrolytesTable 3b in the refer
enced; 134 nm particles with no added saltsTable 4a in the referenced at constant gelati
concentration of 0.5%. The reported DLS diameter is about 43 nm and the r
viscosities presented in that paper are used directly for the analysis. Also shown
two hard-sphere modelsfEqs.s2d and s3dg.

FIG. 9. Measured SANS for silica in gelatin vs model predictions at 40 °C, 10 mM salt, andpH 8. The gelatin
concentration is varied as noted. The solid line is the adhesive hard-sphere prediction. The dashed l
prediction of the effective hard-sphere model without attractions. The parameters are tabulated in Table
intensities are shifted vertically for clarity.

TABLE VI. Parameters for SANS prediction in Fig. 9.

Volume
fraction of

silica

Free
gelatin

smg/mld

Calculated
I0

scm−1d

I0 for
best fit
scm−1d

Dcore

snmd
Deff

snmd tb

0.052 2 1256 968 31 57 0.7
0.052 5 1232 1019 31 59 0.1
0.050 15 1128 1028 31 62 0.1
0.050 20 1107 985 31 63 0.1
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494 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
Figure 11 demonstrates that a master curve for these complex systems can be a
if both the excluded volume due to the adsorbed gelatin and weak attractions due
gelatin and gelatin corona interactions are accounted for. As noted previously, th
deviations for some data sets at high packing fractions suggesting effects of poly
sity or possible adsorbed layer compression may be relevant near maximum pac

The systems described so far have free-gelatin concentrations below or slightly
c* . The concentration of free gelatin is small compared to the concentration in t
sorbed layer. Recent workfHone and Howes2002dg has shown that at very high gela
concentrationssapproximately 103 compared to this workd, the dispersions show a qua
tatively different rheological behavior; they show an exponential increase in visco
the colloid volume fraction increases. The effective volume fractions of the colloi
proach 200% based on rescaling the diameter determined from DLS, suggesting s
tial corona overlap. This observation can be reconciled to some extent by accoun
the potential arising from both the adsorbed and free gelatin within the framewor
posed in this work. Vaynberget al. s1998d reported a plateau adsorption of gelatin
latex of about 1.5 mg/m2. From this, the adsorbed and free gelatin concentratio
calculated using a mass balance and the reported concentrations of silica and
Based on the reported hydrodynamic sizes, the concentration of gelatin in the fre
tion is calculated to be higher than that in the adsorbed corona. Thus, according

overlap

FIG. 10. Relative viscosity of gelatin coated particles at differentpH/salt plotted as a function of the ba
colloid concentration from Vaynberg and Wagners2001d pH 5.8s.d, 6.5sjd and 8smd, Hone et al. s2000d
26 nm PS on saltsld and 67 nm no salt in 0.5% gelatinscd and this worksPd.
simplified osmotic overlap model there will be no steric repulsion asDPgelatin is nega-
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tive. However, compression of adsorbed gelatin layer as two particles approacH
,L, will result in a further concentration of gelatin in the overlap volume, resulting
steep steric repulsionfFritz et al. s2002dg. Thus, the effective hard-sphere size shoul
on the order ofs+L. Estimates for the relative zero-shear viscosities are calculat

FIG. 11. Data rescaled with calculated volume fraction and corrected for attractions from Vaynberg and
s2001d pH 5.8 s.d, 6.5sjd and 8smd, Honeet al. s2000d 26 nm PS no saltsld and 67 nm PS no salt in 0.5
gelatinscd and this worksPd. The parameters are tabulated in Table VII. Also shown for reference are p
tions of hard sphere equation Eq.s2d with fmax=0.58 ssolid lined and Eq.s3d sdashed lined.

TABLE VII. Rheological parameters for Fig. 11.

Source

Core
radius
snmd

Corona
thickness

snmd pH
Salt

smMd

Adsorbed
amount

smg/m2d
Dcorr

snmd tb

tb

sfrom
calculationd

Vaynberg and Wagner
s2001d

33 26 5.7 10 1.5 4.1 0.52 `

Vaynberg and Wagner
s2001d

33 27 6.6 10 1 4.6 0.59 `

Vaynberg and Wagner
s2001d

33 26.5 8.0 10 0.8 4.4 0.95 `

Krishnamurthyet al.
s2004d

15.5 15.5 8.0 10 4 2.5 0.135 0.08–0.1

Honeet al. s2000d
sTable 3 in referenced

26 37 6.0 0 4.15 ¯ 0.08 ¯

Honeet al. s2000d
sTable 4 in referenced

67 43 6.5 0 2 ¯ 0.12 ¯

Hone and Howe
s2002d

57 11.5, 16.5
and 21 nma

5.75 10 1.5 ¯ 0.15 ¯

a
One half of the reported thickness to account for significant layer compression.
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496 L.-N. KRISHNAMURTHY AND N. J. WAGNER
rescaling the volume fractions withss+L /sd3. Usingtb=0.135, which is expected to
approximate for these high gelatin concentrations, reasonable predictions can be
until feff,0.4 as can be seen from Fig. 12. The deviations at higher packing fractio
not unexpected within the framework of the osmotic overlap model and would req
more sophisticated treatment of the adsorbed and free gelatin.

The parameters for the predictions are reported in Table VII along with estimate
the Asakura–Oosawa potential and equating second virial coefficients. As expe
systematic trend can be observed from the fit values oftb. For systems with free gelat
from both our work, from Honeet al. s2000d and Hone and Howes2002d a value of abou
0.14 describes the system adequately forC,C* . For the systems without free gela
fVaynberg and Wagners2001dg, the value oftb is larges.0.5d indicating the low amoun
of stickiness, or near hard-sphere behavior. For reference, the gas liquid critical po
the Baxter potential issfcritical,tb

Criticald,s0.1213,0.0976d fMenon et al. s1991dg. The
extractedtb values for all these systems are well abovetb

Critical indicating that all of the
samples are in the single-phase region at the concentration of colloids investigated
is consistent with observations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Stable colloidal suspensions of silica in aqueous gelatin solutions can be mod

FIG. 12. Relative viscosity of gelatin coated particles for different gelatins plotted as a function of the ef
colloid concentration from Hone and Howes2002d Gel A with 23 nm corona thickness measured from D
s.d, Gel B 32.5 nm coronashd and Gel D with a 42 nm coronasmd. The bare particle was 57.1 nm in diame
Data plotted with volume fraction rescaled with half the reported hydrodynamic layer thickness. The do
is the prediction of Eq.s2d with a hard-sphere size based on the reported DLS diameter for the 23 nm p
Dashed line is the prediction of Eq.s2d and the solid line is the prediction of Eq.s9d with tb=0.15, both
accounting for brush overlap.
colloidal dispersions of silica with an adsorbed layer of gelatin suspended in aqueous
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497INFLUENCE OF WEAK ATTRACTIVE FORCES
solution with free gelatin. An effective colloidal interaction potential that accounts fo
repulsion due to the adsorbed gelatin, as well as the attraction arising from free
inducing a depletion interaction, are shown to predict both the low shear relative vis
and microstructure of these dispersions.

In this work, we present a new semiempirical constitutive equation for the zero
viscosity of colloidal dispersions with weak attractions in terms of parameters that
independently measured. This model can be used to predict trends in the zer
viscosity of colloidal systems in the presence of free and adsorbing polymer. Th
posed interparticle potential reconciles apparent discrepancies between the sus
rheology and microstructure observed in our work and reported by others in the lite
The modeling is applied to provide a consistent quantitative description of a broad
of measurements of colloid-gelatin dispersion rheology from the literature with pre
or estimated parameters. Consequently, the methodology presented here is antic
apply to broader classes of colloidal dispersions with grafted and adsorbing poly
well as surfactants; further exploration of this is underway.
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